
Rob Grant – Project leader      

Since 1979, Bobby, as he is often referred to, has 

been honing his skills and knowledge with his attitude 

based on lifelong learning. Beginning as a time served 

apprentice bricklayer with a company that, in those 

days, turned over £5M every year, he has embraced 

the Construction Industry and absorbed the 

fascinating depth and breadth of, not only, the 

practicality and theoretical aspects but also the nature of the service. He can then, 

with compassion and understanding, deliver the clients expectations with a quality and 

solutions-based approach based on the experience and wisdom gained throughout this 

period to date. Nothing is insurmountable. 

After the first 5 years of study and practice, the City & Guilds bestowed the title of 

Master Craftsman with the designatory LCGI which is a lifelong award. 

After 10 years and having occupied most of the roles available to an Industry 

participant up to and including Contracts manager, he began his business as a self-

employed builder offering his expertise to the domestic market. This was a demanding 

period, as not only was he actively involved in producing the projects but also developing 

his own skills by attending college to master the techniques in Carpentry and 

Decorating 

After 20 years, the body began to suffer, and it was time to take a break. He enrolled 

at the University of Bedfordshire to study for a BSc in Construction Management. 

During this period, a role to train as a Building Inspector was offered by the Local 

Authority and after just shy of 4 years, became a Member of the Chartered Institute 

of Building Engineers. This came with the designation of MCABE C.BuildE. (Membership 

has since lapsed). For the next 6 years, saw him join a private Building Control company 

with a large geographical area to cover. The experience and knowledge gained within 

this noble profession has since served him well. 

Re-entering the industry as a contractor, has allowed him to grow in the use of current 

knowledge, techniques and product use and can now offer professional advice in 

addition to seeing a project through of any size. His particular niche is delivering 

beautiful extensions and loft conversions but really, anything involved in construction is 

of interest including historic and refurbishment as it all poses an opportunity to satisfy 

clients and produce beautiful results 


